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Escampus Process Report 

 
Initial Motivation 

The goal of this study was to create an escaping school experience for players. It was 

inspired by a fantasy that everyone shared when they were still in school. Some have already 

done it, but some never take a step. Hopefully, the game would be able to remind them of that 

particular experience through a series of designed events. We hope players can enjoy the game 

and at the same time, remembered some of their own school memories. 

 

Summary of the Initial Prototype 

 We did not do a lot in the initial prototype. We just had a simple game start with an 

introduction scene about the game background and the scene where the character can move in a 

classroom. Before doing the playtesting for study 1, we added two events to interact with and 

another event for players to choose the end of the game. All three events are just a kind of 

multiple-choice and will appear when players interact with UI. The first two events are a math 

question and a notebook plot. The final event is the character’s friend who asks him if he wants 

to leave or not. The choices players made will not influence the ending players finally arrive. 

 

Summary of Study 1 

 In Study 1, we conducted qualitative research with 4 participants for playtesting. We used 

a questionnaire with multiple choice and open-ended questions after playtesting. The participants 

were not enough, but we still got some ideas and feedback to improve our game. According to 

feedback, our game achieved the goal that makes participants remember their school life, but at 

the same time, the game is not interesting enough to enjoy. We also found some bugs and 

immature designs on UI, which influenced players’ experiences and said it was hard to play the 

game with, for example, an unreadable pixel font style, which was difficult to recognize the text 

content. We also got feedback said that the gaming process was short but the introduction was 

long, which made him feel weird. 

 Depends on the feedback and suggestions we got, we changed some game UI to improve 

the game experience. We changed the introduction to a shorter one that let players enter the 

game quicker. We also added one more event into our game to try to make it more interesting. 

The new event is a short barrage mini-game, it will be triggered when the avatar reaches the spot 

of the chalk box. There would be a hint on the screen, and after a short instruction about how to 

play, there would also be a new verb for players, jumping, to use in this part. We hope that other 

than merely asking players to make choices, this little game can make it more interesting.  

 

Summary of Study 2 

In Study 2, we did mixed research with 14 participants for playtesting. We designed a 

new questionnaire with multiple-choice questions and open-ended questions after playtesting. 

From the questionnaire, we got the data for both quantitative and qualitative analysis. We did the 

ANOVA Test and Logistic Regression for quantitative analysis and used the results from open-



ended questions for qualitative analysis. We studied at if our events influenced players’ final 

choice on the ending, so we did not make the final ending be related to the choices from events 

but want players to just reach the end they want. Unfortunately, we found that the relation of 

endings and choices was not significant from the results of both the ANOVA Test and Logistic 

Regression. From the qualitative results, we found that our new mini-game was a kind of success 

because most of our participants said they thought the game was interesting, even one participant 

said he did not enjoy the game, he still thought it was interesting. Since there were more 

participants, we found more bugs in the game. For this time, we didn’t get many complaints 

about UI, but there were still some players who said they wanted hints for each event so they 

would not miss any one of them. 

Depends on the results of Study 2, we thought the events, for now, were great. Even 

though the choices were not related to the final endings. We will fix bugs we found during Study 

2 and improve our UI, such as adding hints for all intractable events. 

 

In-Depth Analyses of Data 

The lack of participants is the first problem we should face with. Admittingly, we did not 

find enough participants for both studies. For Study 1, since most of us just tested it with our 

roommates or friends, there were just 4 participants, so we didn’t collect enough suggestions and 

comments on the game mechanics, but only the problem of UI, such as the text was unreadable. 

Therefore the conclusion we could get from questionnaire results was that the game was not 

interesting and the long introduction did not help and even make it top-heavy since the gaming 

part was short in the first version. Therefore to fix that, we change the font style on UI, cut the 

introduction shorter, and to make the game interesting, we added a new event, which is a mini-

game, to try to make the game more interesting. 

For Study 2, since we were able to post our game on WebGL, we successfully reached 

out to a bigger sample size of data by letting people participate in our study 2 remotely. 

However, even though we got 14 participants, the number was not enough for us to obtain 

meaningful results. We hoped to get the result that our events can remind players’ school 

memory and influence their final choice, where they need to choose to leave the class or not. We 

achieved the first goal. In fact, we had achieved it during Study 1, but there were just 4 

participants and we added a new event so we asked our participants about that again.  

 

 

 

 
 Figure 1. The Results of the ANOVA Test. 



 
Figure 2. The Results of Logistic Regression 

 

However, for the second goal, we did not achieve it. The results from the ANOVA Test 

(F value) showed that the only event Notebook was meaningful to the endings that players reach, 

however, it was still not statistically significant. And Logistic Regression showed that the 

relation between the choice of events and the choice of the final was not significant, any Pr(>|t|) 

of events was too high to make it significant. The comments from our participants gave our hints 

about why the results were not statistically significant, they expected endings were related to 

events. They hoped the game could give them feedback on their choices by different endings but 

we hoped and gave them the freedom to make their own choices after all those events happened. 

That gives us the idea that maybe we should change the logic or try to make it more clear to 

players.  

 

Description of the Final Prototype and Future Work 

 For the final prototype, we added a hint for each existing event and fixed major bugs 

were shown during the demo. We decided not to change a lot with new ideas for the final version 

but just improve it.  

The future work would be split into two directions. On the research side, we hope to 

generate data from a greater sample size so that we could conduct more rigorous and in-depth 

analysis. On the game side, enriching the story and making gameplay more natural would be our 

priority. We had stories that we prepared during the first stage. However, it took us longer than 

expected to put them together which made us abandon them for this project. We hope to 

reconstruct those materials and put them in the game. Also for future work of the game, we will 

give the game more endings.  

  

 



Reflection on the Game Design Process 

 The game was inspired by one of the classmates who pitched about skipping classes. 

However, our team wanted to implement everyone’s own ideas with this theme. Everyone was 

excited and tried to put a huge load of features into the game. Soon the team realized it was too 

arrogant to do it. We had designed two storylines and multiple endings based on our brainstorm 

meeting. The preliminary work did not help but create chaos before we even started prototyping. 

Under Ray’s suggestion, we had to eliminate many cumbrous events and stories were originally 

included. We learned our first lesson which was keeping everything simple initially. Ambition is 

great but it needs to be suitable for the project. We spent so much time discussing how certain 

features shall be included in the game and others not. It happened even before we made a quick 

prototype which slowed us down and used up a lot of our time. During study 1, because of that, 

we were forced to rush our first prototype in a short period of time. Fortunately, we were able to 

catch up and demonstrated how our game looked like. We had a schedule to follow but we were 

always behind due to our out of class workload and hesitation on deciding which direction the 

game should go.  

 For the part of the iteration, the most difficult part was collaborating through Unity 

Collaborate. It caused the team several times on fixing the build issue. On the other hand, we 

lacked version control that allowed everyone to keep track of the process. Project management 

seemed to be an issue for this project. The team constantly had three members tried to figure out 

what others had done before they started it. It would be further discussed in teamwork reflection.  

 The feedback from Study 1 helped us to realize the story was clear but   

 

Reflection on the Teamwork 

 Our team collaborated through google doc, Slack, and Unity Collaborate. We did not 

have clear roles during the teamwork at the start. Later, everyone found their primary roles and 

they just focused on their part from then on. We worked on the project depending on our 

schedule so we wrote our report remotely. When there was a critical decision to make, we would 

meet and discuss in person. It only happened two times. The one with more time would work 

more and earlier and remaining members took time to complete what had started.  

The initial idea was from Hongshen, thus in the first two weeks, we discussed and 

designed the game together. Yiyi, Haowei, and Hongshen set up the background story of the 

game and Yiyi wrote most of the dialogue.  

After the initial prototype of our game, Yunbo became the lead programmer and the other 

three of us wrote the report for Study 1. For all the images/assets we used in the game, Haowei 

drew them by herself and Yunbo did some UI design. Haowei was our secondary coder. She 

added the new mini-game and changed the design of the intro scene to improve the playability of 

the second version. Yiyi and Hongshen worked as a project manager responsible for keeping up 

with deadlines, report revision, and miscellaneous. Since the playtesting was not conducted in 

the Lab, we playtested at home or over the internet via WebGL, and we asked participants to fill 

out an online questionnaire. Therefore for the playtesting just depends on how many people each 

of us can find, just depends on the people we had in hand. Also because the playtesting was done 

by different people and some participants preferred to tell their feelings to the tester directly 

instead of typing them on the questionnaires, all of us wrote something on the report as the 

supplement of others’ writing. Hongshen initialized both questionnaires we used for studies. 

Unfortunately, Hongshen had to be absent for two weeks. However, he still actively provided 

feedback and tried his best working on documents and gathering participants. Therefore, for 



Study 1, Yiyi did the data analysis since there were just 4 participants. For Study 2, Haowei did 

ANOVA test and logistic regression, and she and Yiyi summarized and analyzed the data from 

quantitative questionnaires. Yiyi also analyzed the part of qualitative data and then Yunbo and 

Haowei added some supplements for the part of qualitative data analysis. The poster was 

initialized and designed by Haowei, with a revision of Yiyi and Hongshen. Yunbo worked her 

best to combine and eliminate bugs in the latest version of the game.  

 For the things that we think we need to improve, we think it is the group meeting part and 

cooperation. We met during the first two weeks of the semester to talk about what to do next, but 

then we find the meeting does not really help since we conduct playtesting at home or over the 

internet, and the remaining part was just to write the report. After that, we did not find anything 

to replace the meeting as another way to work together. Even though we still met before class as 

needed, it was repeating whatever we had done at home. Just as we said before, the report was 

first written by the person with more time and wanted to start early, but that also meant when he 

or she could do something others may not have time to work on. Therefore for each report, we 

checked what our teammates had done and revised based on that, which was kind of a waste of 

time and losing communication. Also because of that, when we found something need to discuss 

and post it in a group chat, others may not reply in time, because they have something else to do 

at that time. Maybe next time, even though we do not have to meet each other in the real world, 

we can still set a time period as report writing time, let everyone stay at home but write the report 

together on the google doc. 

 In general, everyone tried their hardness to make this project great. As a GSND student, 

our team needed to improve our project management skills. On the other hand, designing an 

effective study is also our goal in the future. Whether or not any of the team goes into industry or 

academics, the ability to design and conducting research is a must-have. We suggested to each 

other to work on their own weaknesses such as programming knowledge and writing skills. 

Hongshen himself explicitly wanted to improve his programming skills because he felt he had 

not been helped on that part. The rest of us wanted to extend our knowledge of writing skills and 

how to design a fun and rigorous game-related research. 

  

Reflection on Game Design and User Research 

 From this half-semester experience, we think we learned several points below: 

1. Don’t wait for the deadline, but catch up the day you set for yourself 

2. Get as many as possible participants involved in user research to gather enough data thus 

we could be easier for researchers test which results in being statistically significant.  

3. Before doing any test, figuring out which one is the most proper for our own study.   

4. In-game data is a plus for gathering in-game stats. It saves a lot of time when conducting 

a quantitative study. However, it requires a lot more practice before we could apply it to 

our game. For our game, in-game choices could potentially reflect how players interact 

with events we designed. We only used the post-game questionnaire to generate data of 

choices, which was not efficient enough due to inaccuracy of recalling memory and other 

noises when filling out the questionnaires. With in-game data, it would be more 

convenient for us to identify patterns and conduct analysis. 

5. Mixed methods are important to get out what players think. Sometimes, the result of 

quantitative testing is not the one we want but simply analyze that will not help us find 



out the reason so we need to combine the result with what we got in qualitative testing to 

see what our players thought and figure out why they did so. 

6. Graphs and Visuals provide intuitive explanations of results. However, our report and 

poster  

7. As a GSND student, we learned that little details can also influence players’ experience 

and how players interpret the game. The style we designed our UI, the font we choose to 

use, and even the title of the game which just show 3 seconds, will influence the gaming 

experience a lot. Even if they are just small things and are not related to the core gaming 

mechanics, players will still think the game in another way because they gave some 

wrong hints. 


